There are now thousands upon thousands who are learning to leave their bodies and engage the ‘astral plane’. There are thousands of web sites, hundreds of books and videos that are teaching folks to go passive get the ‘vibration’ and go out...into the ‘astral plane’. Does the rise in astral projection have anything to do with those dark visitations in ‘sleep paralyses’? Are some learning to weaponize this ‘energized’ supernatural practice? New agers, 2012ers, psychics, Satanists, military remote viewers and ‘super soldiers’ are now practicing this old hidden practice of obscure sorcerers.

How do you know if you're a target of astral attack? How do you stop it and if you practice this occult art how do you break free? The casualties of astral projection... Join us this week as we ‘engage’ this phenomenon.

**MONDAY JUNE 20TH SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM**

Astral projection...what is it? And why talk about it. Could this be behind the growing phenomena of ‘sleep paralysis’? Why are thousands learning to do this? And or is there ‘something’ out there that is drawing humans into this experience?

A look into Louis Prouds book ‘DARK INTRUSIONS’

**TUESDAY JUNE 21 SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM**

Astral projection, out of the body (OBEs), the biblical and the counterfeit and how you tell the difference. Is really possible, how is done and do you need non human enhancements (energies) to enable this process? What are they doing out there in the astral realm....and what really is that ‘astral realm’?

**WEDNESDAY JUNE 22 SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM**

Astral projection as used in ‘astral attack’, astral sexual attack.... new or not so new. How did the old sorcerers do it and why....(hidden/uncovered) levels of spiritual warfare. Have missionary's been hit by this form of spiritual attack?

**THURSDAY JUNE 23 SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM**

Astral projection, ‘weaponizing’ remote viewing and the secrets of the sorcerers in attacking, harming and killing their targets. Will end time troops of antichrist have this ability? Do they have it now? Psychic assassination, triangulation and is this an undetectable crime?

**FRIDAY JUNE 24 SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM**

Detecting and stopping astral attack. Preemptive measures in spiritual warfare and stopping it forever. Learning to target dark powers who are using astral projection as a doorway to further the coming of antichrist.
Astral projection...what is it? And why talk about it. Could this be behind the growing phenomena of ‘sleep paralysis? Why are thousands learning to do this? And or is there ‘something’ out there that is drawing humans into this experience?

A look into Louis Prouds book ‘DARK INTRUSIONS’

A. WHAT IS ASTRAL PROJECTION?

1. 

2. 

B. ASTRAL PROJECTION AND SLEEP PARALYSIS

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Louis Prouds book ‘DARK INTRUSIONS’

C. INVITATIONS INTO THE ‘ASTRAL REALM’ BY WHOM?

1. Planos spirits seek humanity 

2. Entities and their energy 

3. Entities and their ‘enablement’s’

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY-
Astral projection, out of the body (OBEs), the biblical and the counterfeit and how you tell the difference. Is really possible, how is done and do you need non human enhancements (energies) to enable this process? What are they doing out there in the astral realm....and what really is that ‘astral realm’?

INTRODUCTION
NEWS
SHATTER UPDATE

A. ASTRAL PROJECTION AS AN OBE OUT OF THE BODY

B. OBE'S AND WHAT REALLY HAPPEN TO ELIJAH, PAUL AND JOHN

1. What happened in the Bible
2. What were the results'
   a) Divine Revelation
   b) An encounter with God
   c) Predictive prophetic revelation
3. Who enabled this experience

C. THE NEED OF NON HUMAN ENABLEMENT

1. The energy
2. The vibes
3. The feeling
4. They need your passivity

D. WHAT IS THE ‘ASTRAL REALM’?

1. Defined

E. WHAT IS REALLY GOING ON .......IN THE ‘ASTRAL REALM’

1. A massive agenda
2. It feeds mass deception
3. It layers luciferic globalism
4. It weaponizes satanic powers

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY-
Astral projection as used in ‘astral attack’, astral sexual attack.... new or not so new. How did the old sorcerers do it and why....(hidden/uncovered) levels of spiritual warfare. Have missionary’s been hit by this form of spiritual attack?

INTRODUCTION
NEWS
SHATTER UPDATE

A. ASTRAL PROJECTION AND RADICAL EVIL ASTRAL ATTACK

B. ASTRAL PROJECTION AS ASTRAL SEXUAL ATTACK

1. As above so below....demonic
   a) Direct
   b) Indirect

C. ASTRAL PROJECTION AS ASTRAL ATTACK STRIKING THE PHYSICAL

1. The old and new sorcerers
2. New agers
3. 2012ers
4. Wicca
5. Satanism
6. Chosen ones/satanic super soldiers
7. Acts of spiritual warfare......weaponization

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY-
Astral projection, ‘weaponizing’ remote viewing and the secrets of the sorcerers in attacking, harming and killing their targets. Will end time troops of antichrist have this ability? Do they have it now? Psychic assassination, triangulation and is this an undetectable crime?

INTRODUCTION
NEWS
SHATTER UPDATE

A. ASTRAL PROJECTION AND REMOTE VIEWING CONNECTIONS

1. The Monroe technique

B. ASTRAL PROJECTION AND THE RUSSIAN PSI WARRIORS

2. The old ones, sleepers and the coming activation?

C. ASTRAL PROJECTION WEAPONIZED

D. ASTRAL PROJECTON AND THE TROOPS OF ANTICHRIST

1. Can they know you?
2. Can they find you?
3. Can they get into your head?
4. Can they harm you?
5. Will they use this non human enhancement to help antichrist?

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY-
FRIDAY JUNE 24 SHATTER LIVE RADIO BROADCAST 6PM
Detecting and stopping astral attack. Preemptive measures in spiritual warfare and stopping it forever. Learning to target dark powers who are using astral projection as a doorway to further the coming of antichrist.

A. DETECTING ASTRAL PROJECTION
   1. Do you know the weaponry of the dark side?
   2. Do you know the weapons of your warfare....in Christ?
   3. Do you know the Holy Spirit
   4. Do you feel it?
   5. Did you experience it?
   6. Defeated and victories

B. STOPPING ASTRAL ATTACK
   1. The authority of the believer Luke 10
   2. The aim of the believers........ release of authority
   3. Strike the demon
   4. Ask God to impact the practitioner
      a) To save them
      b) To stop them
      c) To really stop them....radical evil, arrogance and judgment
C. PREEMPTING ASTRAL ATTACK

1. Targeted prayer warfare
2. Strategic targeted warfare
3. The HOLY SPIRIT and strategic targeted warfare
4. Charismatic gifting and strategic targeted warfare

D. SPIRITUAL WARFARE AND ASTRAL ATTACK

1. If attacked act immediately
2. If you know someone who is using AP to attack others
3. If you know someone /group using AP to attack the Church

A WORD OF WARNING TO MILITARY AP ATTACK/ATTACKING

A WORD OF WARNING TO THOSE ATTACKING THE CHURCH

E. EVANGELISM AND ASTRAL ATTACK

1. Radical evil Saul and Salvation
2. The will of God radical evil and Salvation
3. The passion of God in the evangelization of the world
4. The power of God in evangelizing the demonized
5. The power of God in evangelizing occult warriors and sorcerers

A WORD OF WARNING TO ‘SATANIC SUPER SOLDIERS’ AND PERPETRATORS

REVELATION 19:20....LUCIFERIANS SHOULD KNOW!

WORD OF HOPE FOR TODAY-